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Dear Kelana Jayans, 

This is my fifth newsletter to the people of Kelana Jaya and it is a mid-year issue. We 
will endeavour to update you of our activities and events every six months.  
 

The first six months of 2015 has seen tremendous political and economic                      
developments in Malaysia. The incarceration of Anwar Ibrahim and the recent PAS         
Muktamar has effectively ended Pakatan Rakyat. As I write, the progressive       
members of PAS are regrouping with the prospects of forming a new party. I wish 
them Godspeed in their endeavours. We may yet emerge stronger than ever.  
 

On the other side of the political front, the very public quarrel between                    
Dr. Mahathir and Prime Minister Najib is nearing boiling point. Political rumours and 
prospects of a change in leadership has become a norm topic of conversations.          
Ostensibly, the fight centers on the 1MDB story. The 1MDB financial scandal has 
had tremendous negative impact on investor and business confidence. The                       
government is now trying to turn the tables and say that lies were spread by 
“economic saboteurs” on 1MDB. An observation by many, is that the thieves remain 
unpunished, but the whistleblowers are now being targeted.  
 

On the consumer side, the introduction of the GST has substantially dampened    
consumer sentiment. This tax has caused a dramatic fall in the purchasing power of 
the rakyat. And in the recent Parliamentary sitting in June, the government finally      
admitted in writing (in the 11th Malaysia Plan) that it intends to collect additional 
taxes of RM15 billion a year with GST. Most shops, in my office neighbourhood of 
SS14/1, have experienced a drop of 20% to 40% in sales.  
 

At the macro level, Malaysia’s balance of trade is shrinking, year-on-year. Fiscal    
indiscipline, corruption and wastage and a high dependency on oil and gas is            
pushing the government to pursue austerity cuts. We are starting to see cuts in 
health care and education. Domestic money outflow or capital flight continues as 
political uncertainty and racial and religious issues continue to flare up. Foreign 
holdings in Malaysian bonds are also steadily exiting. All these events and                   
sentiments are reflected in the weakening Ringgit.  
 

In short, my fellow Kelana Jayans, Malaysia is not doing well politically and                
economically. What I hear from you is despair and  disappointment. There is also   

Greetings from your Member of Parliament!  
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  PARLIAMENTARY SESSIONS UPDATE 

 The First Session (9 March 2015 – 9 April 2015)  

The Najib administration, having tabled a White Paper on the 
threat of the Islamic State in October 2014, were scheduled to 
introduce a long list of anti-terrorism legislations to Parliament.  
 
My research team and I anticipated this and prepared policy    
arguments on terrorism legislation several weeks before            
Parliament. The text of the Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA) 
was only revealed to us 7 days before the debate was due. I             
immediately convened a Pakatan Rakyat meeting to discuss this 
bill.  
 
We took a strong stance against detention without trial for an 
indefinite period, which POTA allows. Pakatan Rakyat submitted 
amendments to limit detention to 14 days in accordance with 
international standards for pre-trial detention but it was                 
ultimately rejected. You can read my interview on pre-trial         
detention, its policy justifications and POTA by clicking here.  You 
can also read the media coverage of all my statements on POTA 
by clicking here.  
 
The government also introduced amendments to the Prevention 
of Crime Act, the Security Offences (Special Measures) Act and  

the Sedition Act. We were ambushed with the amendments to the 
Sedition Act, which were put in two days before the debate!       
Instead of repealing this archaic law, Najib sought to further restrict         
freedom of speech by disallowing bail, by removing discretion of 
judges in sentencing for young offenders, and by restricting         
activism in Sabah and Sarawak. 
  
My research officers and I went into an emergency meeting with 
several MPs to devise a strategy to buy more time for bi-partisan 
discussions. By nightfall, we heard that the Minister had agreed to 
withdraw the most onerous elements of the bill. To be safe, we     
nevertheless filed our own committee stage changes to the bill.  
 

We were then informed that the Najib administration had indeed 
removed the clause on “no bail” but retained many more            
abhorrent terms. Whereas POTA was packaged as a bill against 
terrorists, the Sedition Act has no such pretense. It is clearly aimed 
against citizens who want the right to exercise reasonable free 
speech and/or carry out peaceful rallies. 
 
This amendment bill was pushed through at 2.30 am after some 12 
hours of debate. You can read more on the Sedition Act debates 
here and here.   

In the first half of 2015, members of the Dewan Rakyat met for two sessions. The next and final session of Parliament for the 
year will be in October.   

a serious hope deficit, as many are starting to question 
whether the Opposition is better than the BN government. In 
Kelana Jaya, the Petaling Jaya Sports City project resurrected 
itself from the SELCAT grave. A fresh application by PKNS was 
made in February 2015. My constituents are asking why has 
no one been punished and why has the Selangor government 
not cancelled the project in the name of public interest. I 
have met with PKNS (the landowner) and am committed to 
stopping this project. The Selangor government has to be 
much better than this, and we must never ever allow           
incumbency to stifle and corrupt our administration.   

From January to the end of June 2015, there were two                            
Parliamentary sittings, of which I attended every single day. In 
the first sitting, I chaired and coordinated the Opposition       
debates on Prevention of Terrorism Act and subsequently the 
Sedition Act amendments. Together with YB Hanipa Maidin, 
YB Sim Tze Tzin, YB Lim Lip Eng and YB William Leong, we             
submitted committee stage amendments to the two bills in 
an attempt to filibuster them.   

In the second Parliamentary sitting, I was given the honour as 
the second PKR debater after the Leader of the Opposition,  
Dr. Wan Azizah to debate on the 11th Malaysia Plan.           
Thereafter I also debated on the Capital Markets and Services 
bill and also the Development Financial Institutions bill. I also 
did several press conferences in Parliament on POTA, the              
Sedition Act, the falling ringgit and other legislations. I am 
thus happy to report that I am progressing on a good and 

confident trajectory as your Member of Parliament, in        
discharging my primary duties as a Parliamentarian.  

On community work, I am pleased to state that we have             
Increased from 2 to 3 full time staff to better serve you. We 
welcome Amir Hamzah to our office. We are also blessed to 
have a steady stream of dedicated interns. From January to 
the end of June 2015, we have dealt with 640 number of    
cases. On community event appearances, I continue to       
depend heavily on the excellent work and organization of YB 
Hannah Yeoh’s office.  As for the area of Seri Setia, YB Nik 
Nazmi recently pledged RM50,000 and participated in my 
“Welfare Month” program for the destitute, disabled, single 
parents and old folks. My office spent RM133,650 of our own 
budget for the underprivileged in Seri Setia. We will continue 
our policy of not hosting any celebrations or festivities as this 
money can be better used to help the destitute in Desa      
Mentari and Desa Ria. 

Lastly, despite the toxic political and economic climate, I want 
to assure all Kelana Jayans that my office will continue to fight 
for your political and economic rights, irrespective of race,  
colour or religion. 

 
 

 

Wong Chen 
Member of Parliament for Kelana Jaya 

http://www.wongchen.com/blog/2015/04/13/interview-on-pota-part-i/
http://www.wongchen.com/blog/2015/04/07/the-prevention-of-terrorism-act-2015/
http://www.wongchen.com/blog/2015/04/14/interview-on-pota-part-ii/
http://www.wongchen.com/blog/2015/04/15/interview-on-pota-part-iii/
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The Second Session  

(18 May 2015 – 18 June 2015)  
 

Two major events dominated the second session of Parliament – 
the Rohingya crisis and the tabling of the 11th Malaysia Plan.  
 
On the first day, Datuk Seri Dr. Wan Azizah was sworn in as Mem-
ber of Parliament after her victory in Permatang Pauh. Wan Azizah 
was preparing her speech on the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act 
when the Andaman Sea refugee crisis occurred. I then spent the 
rest of the week meeting NGO representatives to discuss the      
humanitarian crisis and continued to urge the government to show 
moral  leadership as ASEAN Chair on the refugee issue.  
 

Related to the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act is the issue of the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA). In 2014, the US State 
Department’s Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report downgraded      
Malaysia to a Tier-3 status. This is a major problem to TPPA         
because America cannot “morally” negotiate a trade pact with a 
Tier-3 nation. The initiative on the human trafficking legislation is 
supposed to enable the US to “brush-over” the issue and hence 
keep Malaysia on the TPPA negotiations table. However on 19 June 
2015, the Obama administration got fast-track – a sad day for anti-
TPPA supporters. My office is going to be very busy as the                  
government will probably call for a special Parliamentary sitting in 
the next few months.  
 
The 11th Malaysia Plan was tabled on 21 May 2015. I was in charge 
of assembling a PKR team to dissect the document and also to craft 
the Leader of the Opposition’s speech. I also prepared my own 
speech, which you can watch here. You can also watch media              
coverage on the issue here.  
 
As your Member of Parliament, I also took the opportunity to grill 
the Ministry of Finance on the state of the Malaysian economy 
whilst debating two pieces of legislations: the Development          
Financial Institutions Act and the Capital Markets and Services Act. 
You can read and watch my speeches here and here.  

You can read all of my press statements and updates from             
Parliament at www.wongchen.com.  

  COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

My office has a policy of not organising open houses for festivals as we have a limited budget and there are many people in 
need of help in our constituency. Instead, our primary focus is on welfare and thereafter we try our best to use the                
remaining allocation given to us on infrastructure repairs and community events that offer some kind of health or                 
educational benefits.  

DESA RIA 
In Issue #4 of my constituency newsletter, I reported that the renovation 
works for Tadika Desa Ria were on the way. I am happy to report that our 
Desa Ria kindergarten project was officially handed over to Mrs Thana on 26 
January 2015. We would like to thank Mr. and Mrs. KK Chong, Malaysian 
Volunteers Association, students from Taylors College and Sunway University 
and the contractor Kenny Yow for their generous support and contributions. 

1 

2 3 

1. Before renovation       2. After renovation       3. Handing over ceremony  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4nDZttfUfI
http://www.kinitv.com/video/18910O8
http://www.wongchen.com/blog/2015/05/19/capital-markets-and-services-bill/
http://www.wongchen.com/blog/2015/06/17/development-financial-institutions-bill-speech/
http://www.wongchen.com
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Sister Stella’s Tuition Center 
 

Block 2 of Desa Mentari, an urban poor area in my constituency, faces 
many  problems from broken lifts to water and electricity cuts. Despite 
the troubles, there is an oasis of peace that is Sister Stella’s Tuition 
Centre. This low cost, locally based community tuition center is a clever 
outfit. Former students come back to teach the weakest students in 
Desa Mentari to try and keep them in school. Sister Stella even               
incorporates yoga to calm kids down.  
 

Last year my office burst our budget and gave her RM5,000. In March 
2015, we connected YB Nik Nazmi’s office to Sister Stella, who handed 
over a cheque for RM10,000 as Selangor Education EXCO.  

Trip to the National Science Center  

We also support Sister Stella’s Tuition Centre by organising trips for her 

students. On 28 February, my staff and interns were at the Pusat Sains 

Negara with 40 students from Sister Stella’s Tuition Centre. This is the 

second field trip that we have organised for kids in Desa Mentari. The 

children were very well behaved and some even took notes. The day 

ended with fun and games by the pool.  

DESA MENTARI  
 

In 2014, my office focused our community efforts in Desa Ria, the poorest low-cost housing area in my constituency. This 
year, we are shifting our focus and efforts to Desa Mentari. Though not as dilapidated as Desa Ria, there is a much denser 
population in Desa Mentari.  Below are our ongoing projects in Desa Mentari: 

Desa Mentari Medical Camp  

In collaboration with doctors from Petaling Jaya Medic Group, my 

office organised a Medical Camp at Desa Mentari on 25 January 2015. 

We served a total of 183 residents; 91% were senior citizens and 

about 40% are diabetic. Petaling Jaya Medic Group also set up a mini 

pharmacy where vitamins, painkillers and diabetic medicine were 

dispensed. Based on data collected, our next action plan is to educate 

residents to consume less sugar and white rice.  
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Health Carnival and Vaccination 

Drive for Children in Desa Mentari  

In January, the Medical Camp we organized, focused on senior       

citizens and their ailments. On 14 February 2015, our office                 

co-organised a free Vaccination and Health Carnival focused on         

children. Our co-organisers were the NGO Parenting 2U. The event 

attracted a large crowd of 400 persons with free medical checkups 

for children, funfair carnival games, and 100 free pneumococcal    

immunisation jabs from Pfizer for infants.  

LADANG GLENMARIE 

We also started our project in Ladang Glenmarie in June 2015. We are refurbishing a kindergarten which is in a state of bad 
disrepair. Ladang Glenmarie, an area under my constituency, was formerly a rubber estate. We began plans to renovate the                             
kindergarten in November 2014 and we received a large donation from Mr. William Arul. The first stage of renovations       
involve re-painting and re-tiling of the kindergarten.  

The kindergarten has both infrastructural and equipment needs. Anyone who is interested in our initiative can reach out to us by emailing 
admin@wongchen.com for further information.  

1 

2 

1. Residents lining up for medical checkup        

2. Wong Chen addressing the residents 

1 2 

1. After re-painting                    2. Before re-tiling 

mailto:admin@wongchen.com
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  CONSTITUENCY MATTERS 

Re-Delineation Exercise  
My office achieved a big milestone in our preparation for 
the coming re-delineation exercise. Together with the help 
of Mr. PY Wong from Tindak Malaysia, we registered more 
than 200 people to be on standby to object to any              
questionable re-delineation exercise for Kelana Jaya. 
 

Thank you to everyone who signed up and a special thank 
you to Mary Magdalene and our dear friends at St. Thomas 
More church who helped us set up a booth, prepared food 
and organised everything. 

PKNS Field  
Residents of SS7 led by Dato’ Esham and Dato’ Zaki have   
mobilised against the proposed commercial construction of 
the nearby PKNS field for several years. The proposed joint 
venture between PKNS and Melati Ehsan Sdn Bhd has been 
marred by controversy over the re-zoning of the land from 
recreational to commercial. This led to a Selangor Special 
Select Committee Hearing on the issue, which revealed 
many irregularities in the MBPJ re-zoning process. In        
February 2015, I gave my full support to residents in SS7 to 
fight the project and save this green lung.  
 

My office issued three letters, to the Police, the Menteri 
Besar and PKNS to seek clarification over the proposed    
construction. After several weeks of correspondence, YB 
Nik Nazmi and I were invited to a meeting with PKNS where 
we were shown the joint venture contract. PKNS are legally 
obligated to assist their partner attain the necessary       
approvals or risk being sued. YB Nik Nazmi and I then      
requested PKNS to do a complete legal review of the JV 
agreement and to further advise us on the legal                 
position. In the meantime, YB Nik Nazmi and I continue to 
be vigilant on all developments of this tainted and                   
controversial project.  
 

To read more on this issue, you can visit my website by 
clicking here.  

 COMMUNITY DIALOGUE 

My office organises a community dialogue after every               
Parliament session. Community dialogues are an opportunity 
for you to find out what occurred in Parliament, what bills or 
issues were debated and to find out from the primary source 
where PKR and I stand on issues. More importantly, it allows 
direct question and answer time between you and your 
Member of Parliament.   

This year I organised a community dialogue at SS7, Petaling 
Jaya where I addressed the PKNS field issue with                        
constituents. I also took questions and answers on the       
recently debated terrorism legislations and the Malaysian 
economy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To receive notifications on when and where I will be holding 
my dialogue sessions, please follow me on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/wongchenpkr.  

http://www.wongchen.com/?s=PKNS
http://www.facebook.com/wongchenpkr
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  WELFARE 

After almost two years of serving as Member of Parliament for Kelana Jaya, I have seen the true depth of urban poverty in 
my constituency. There are many factors that cause and compound poverty, and with my limited resources there is not much 
that I can do to make a sustainable impact. We do what we can and hope that our efforts will make a difference in the long 
term. While in the beginning of my term I decided to discourage giving out welfare payments, I have since changed 
my policy. Our office has been processing an increasing amount of welfare cases in the last few months. Here is a breakdown 
of our community expenditure up till June 2015:  

   RM 

Community Allocation for 2015  250,000.00 

Allocation carried forward from 2014  85,124.39 

Welfare  133,650.00 

Associations  119,945.00 

Small infrastructure projects  17,158.62 

Balance  64,370.77 

Our funds only go to four groups of poor income households, which are households earning below RM1,500 per month. A 
majority of our welfare recipients come from Desa Mentari and Desa Ria – urban poor areas in my constituency. The four 
groups of recipients are single parents, old folks, people with disabilities and individuals with illnesses requiring                        
hospitalisation. The breakdown of groups who received welfare out of the total number of recipients is shown below:  

Category Number 

Old folks 75 

Medical and hospitalisation 49 

Single parents 99 

Disability 41 

Total 264 

  THE AVENGERS FUNDRAISING 

We would like to thank all those who supported our movie 
fundraiser held earlier this year. The funds raised totaled 
RM16,383 and will be used to cover our constituency 
office expenses, which is about RM150,000 a year. We run 
an office of 3 full time staff doing Parliamentary policy 
research and community work. We also have internships 
to support; last year we had about 12 interns.  

My office will run 2 more fundraisers later this year. In 
total, our aim is to raise RM50,000 from public donation. 
We receive RM50,000 for office expenditure (RM200,000 
for community  spending) from the Selangor government. 

If you are interested in our future fundraising events, 
please forward your email to                                                        
research@wongchen.com and we will add you to our     
potential donors list.  
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  INTERNS 

Having just completed his degree in 

Melbourne, Australia, Nicholas    

interned with our office for two 

months. He used his knowledge in 

anthropology to engage in a social 

immersion exercise in Desa Mentari. 

He also enjoyed co-writing policy 

papers for Wong Chen. Nicholas 

thinks that “everyone should join in 

to experience the ‘news behind the 

news’, if you’re sick of newspapers 

spinning the stories.” 

Tina is a law student who interned with the 

office for one month. She says that one of her 

most unforgettable experiences was a trip to 

the poorest area in Kelana Jaya. She spoke of 

the opportunity to personally see the problems 

faced by the underprivileged and to also hear 

their stories. “It was for me, a platform to get 

closer to the poor and to better understand 

their needs. Besides that, I witnessed the              

passion and effort that YB and his team put 

into serving the people. It had in a way helped 

me to gradually gain something that I never 

really had -- trust in politicians.”  

“Coming in to this, I had a preconceived 

idea mainly fuelled by TV series, House of 

Cards and Game of Thrones that politicians 

are all for self-interest. I can't say I feel the 

same way about YB Wong Chen. He is 

down to earth, humble, honest in carrying 

out his duties, diligent, open to                          

conversation about anything under the 

sun, be it policy making, politics or              

philosophy and he even trusts us with his 

kids! Thus far, a  brilliant experience!” Rauf 

recently graduated in Accounting and     

Finance from the International Islamic    

University of  Malaysia.  

Rachel just completed her first year in 

International Relations at the University of 

Groningen, The Netherlands. It was      

extremely interesting for her to watch 

theories that she had learnt being put into 

practice at the office. Even though her 

internship duration only lasted for a 

month, it was an extremely rewarding and 

eye-opening experience. She mostly 

helped out with the Welfare Month in the 

office, besides being involved with other 

tasks such as the Animal Welfare Bill that 

was recently passed in Parliament.  

Min Xiang is a third-year Liberal Arts 

student with interests in economics 

and public health policy, and is          

currently studying at Soka University of 

America. He came back to intern with 

the office for two months and had the 

opportunity to attend Parliament,  

research on the Development Financial 

Institutions bill, as well as assist with 

the Welfare Month. He enjoyed       

working with Wong Chen and his team 

and finds that they are extremely     

passionate and committed in helping 

the constituents.  

Ed Wynn Ong is pursuing his law degree 

and running his own farming business at 

the same time. He even managed to find 

time to intern with our office for one 

month. Ed Wynn hails from Penampang, 

Sabah but is in the Peninsular for studies 

and business. During his time with us, Ed 

Wynn was most excited about attending   

Parliament. He assisted the staff in carrying 

out research and administrative duties.   
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research@wongchen.com 
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Coming from a background in Sociology, Amir Hamzah most recently completed his    
Master’s degree at King’s College London in Cultural & Creative Industries. Amir is       
perhaps the most unusual recruit to ever set foot into the office. Prior to signing up as an 
intern, Amir believed his talents and skillset were best suited for either showbiz or      
sensationalist journalism. It took YB Wong Chen himself to persuade Amir into joining 
the office. Amir has been tasked primarily in dealing with constituency related-issues, 
especially in the low-cost housing flats of Desa Mentari, although he also does  his fair 
share of Parliamentary work. Amir believes that this job has been “nothing short of an 
adventure” and is “utterly grateful” for the experiences he has gained and is glad of the 
many “wonderful individuals” he has come to meet. Be it shaving heads in front of      
Parliament or spending a night in Desa Mentari on an “immersion exercise”, Amir is not 
one to shy away from any adventure and always smiles in the face of adversity.  Though 
initially unsure of his place and purpose, as Operations Officer, Amir is a welcome               
addition to the team. 

After graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Finance and Management, Timothy joined 
YB Wong Chen's office in 2013 just after the historic 13th General Elections. As a local 
boy, born and raised in Subang Jaya, he felt a strong sense of duty to assist Wong Chen, 
who was then a new face in the constituency. Tim was hired as a full time Office         
Manager in Wong Chen's Service Center. 
 

Having worked 2 years as an integral team member of the office, Tim has been there 
since the launch of the Service Center. He has experienced many challenges and gained 
much insight into the diverse demography of the place he calls home, an experience that 
could only be gained from working with a Member of Parliament's Office.  
 

Timothy is very passionate about music and teaches guitar lessons. He believes in        
music's power and its potential to raise awareness and convey positive messages in a 
Malaysian society that he feels is repressed and yet to fully appreciate the arts.  

  STAFF 

After spending seven years abroad, Gillian graduated from her degrees in International 
Studies and Law, fought the tide of brain drain and made the move back to Malaysia. 
Uncertain about her future, she decided to delve into rediscovering her country through 
an experience in public service. Gillian worked as an intern for two months before being 
offered a position as Research Officer. Since then, she has had the opportunity to sit in 
on Parliamentary meetings, work with the Leader of the Opposition, and engage in urban 
poor issues. After this experience, Gillian will endeavour to continue the uphill battle for 
better freedoms for Malaysians.  
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   RECENT EVENTS IN PHOTOS 

1: Launching of the Uthayam Association in Desa Mentari with YB Nik Nazmi and MBPJ Councillor Halimey 2: On the first day of Parliament 
in 2015 3: PJS10 Kampung Lindungan Family Day Event 4: Presenting medals at a Nasyid competition for children in Block 3, Desa Mentari    
5: Handing over a cheque to Sister Stella’s Tuition Center with YB Nik Nazmi 6: My staff, Amir, at a head shaving protest outside Parliament 
7: With YB Hannah Yeoh at the Jazzercise Program for Subang Jaya residents 8: FELDA briefing at Parliament  9: Playing football with the 
youth in Seri Setia 10: With Nurul Nuha on the Permatang Pauh by-election campaign trail.  

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

7 

8 9 

10 

7 
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We serve all residents  in the Kelana Jaya Parliamentary               

Constituency, which includes Subang Jaya, USJ, PJS 5-10        

(Desa Mentari), Taman Glenmarie, Kelana Jaya, SS5, SS7, SS8, SS9. 

What can we do for you? 

Parliament Welfare & 
Medical 

Citizenship 
Issues 

Raise national   
issues on your  

behalf  
*** 

Represent Kelana 
Jaya on policies 
and laws—and 

update residents 
on all national  

issues  

Support applications 
for medical aid and 
welfare payments 

*** 
Apply for medical 

fee exemptions 
*** 

Connect with       
welfare and        

medical NGOs 

Support applications 
for blue IC and issue 

letter of support 
*** 

Follow up with JPN 
and immigration 


